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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MEMS OPTICAL SENSING USING MICROMIRRORS



from the source mirror. One or more light collectors are



arranged to gather light re?ected from the respective collec tor mirrors. A MEMS actuation member is coupled to the source mirror. The MEMS actuation member is arranged to



Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made by reissue.



move the source mirror in response to a change in a physical phenomena. Movement of the source mirror causes a change



in the relative intensities of light measured at the light col lectors. The above summary of the present invention is not intended to describe each illustrated embodiment or imple mentation of the present invention. This is the purpose of the ?gures and the associated discussion which follows.



FIELD OF THE INVENTION



The present invention relates in general to ?ber optic



devices, and in particular ?ber optical sensing devices. BACKGROUND



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS



Sensing devices are used in a wide range of technologies. Most automated mechanical and electrical apparatus include



The invention is described in connection with the embodi



some sort of sensing capability. Particularly prevalent are



ments illustrated in the following diagrams.



sensors that can be read electronically. In many applications, such sensors provide electrical inputs used as feedback for



FIG. 1 is a perspective view of an optical sensor according to an embodiment of the present invention;



control circuitry.



20



FIG. 2 is a graph illustrating time dependent intensities of



Electronic sensors are used to measure all manner of



light signals seen at the output of a sensor according to an



physical phenomena such as temperature, pressure,



embodiment of the present invention; FIG. 3A is a bar graph showing relative intensities of light



acceleration, voltage, electromagnetic ?elds, etc. The variety and adaptability of electronic sensors have resulted in such sensors being utilized in a wide assortment of products.



seen at time tl of FIG. 2; 25



Some sensing applications pose more di?icult challenges than others. For example in aeronautic and space applications, sensors are subjected to extremes of



temperature, mechanical and electrical shock, electromag netic interference, radiation, pressure, acceleration, etc. Also, the volatile fuels used in jet aircraft and rockets require



30



that any sensors used in fuel areas must be carefully



designed to prevent electrostatic discharge. Sensors that are immune from risk of electrostatic dis



charge are very desirable in many ?elds, including aerospace



35



and scienti?c ?elds. Although sensors for explosive or



extreme environments have been developed, the design, manufacture, and testing of such sensors results in the 40



problems, as well as other related problems, are therefore desirable.



FIG. 7 is a diagram of a multiple sensor arrangement according to an embodiment of the present invention.



In the following description of various example embodiments, reference is made to the accompanying draw ings which form a part hereof, and in which is shown by way of illustration various manners in which the invention may



SUMMARY 45



To overcome limitations in the prior art described above, and to overcome other limitations that will become apparent



upon reading and understanding the present speci?cation,



be practiced. It is to be understood that other embodiments may be utilized, as structural and operational changes may be made without departing from the scope of the present invention. Generally, the present invention provides a method and



apparatus for sensing a physical phenomena by directing



the present invention discloses a method and apparatus for



passive sensing.



according to an embodiment of the present invention; FIG. 5 is a perspective view showing a sensor body according to an embodiment of the present invention; FIG. 6 is a cutaway view of the sensor body of FIG. 5 illustrating the location of various parts of a sensor accord ing to an embodiment of the present invention; and



DETAILED DESCRIPTION



devices being very expensive. An apparatus and method that address the aforementioned



FIG. 3B is a bar graph showing relative intensities of light seen at time t2 of FIG. 2; FIG. 4 is a perspective view of a sensor package assembly



50



light from a plurality of light sources to a movable mirror



In accordance with one embodiment of the invention, a



that is attached a passive Micro-Electro-Mechanical Sys



sensing device gathers light from one or more light sources,



tems (MEMS) actuator. The MEMS actuator moves the mir



each light source having a unique primary wavelength. The



ror in response to the physical phenomena, thereby affecting



sensor includes one or more mirrors to re?ect light from the



light sources. A collector mirror is arranged to re?ect light



55



the relative intensities of the plurality of light sources as re?ected from the movable mirror.



from the mirrors. A light collector is arranged to gather light



The actuator is formed using the MEMS manufacturing



re?ected from the collector mirror. A MEMS actuation member is coupled to the collector mirror. The MEMS actuation member is arranged to rotate the collector mirror in response to a change in a physical phenomena. Rotation of the collector mirror causes a change in the relative inten



processes. The mirrors, whether ?xed or movable, can also be formed as MEMS devices. MEMS devices are micron



scale mechanical apparatus formed by processing silicon in 60



sity of the primary wavelengths of the light sources at the



mask is deposited and then silicon material etched away in a process known as micromachining. Because this MEMS design can, but is not limited to, a



light collector. In another embodiment of the present invention, a sensing device arranged to gather light from a light source includes a source mirror arranged to re?ect light from the light source. One or more collector mirrors are arranged to re?ect light



a manner similar to the layering used to form semiconductor devices such as microprocessors. In the MEMS process, a



65



purely passive mode of operation (e.g. not requiring any electrical power for operation), the devices have inherently high resistance to electric and magnetic ?elds (EMF).
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Further, since no electrical power is needed at the sensor for



piston or membrane for sensing pressure, a brush motor for



operation, such devices can easily be made safe for use in



sensing electromagnetic ?elds, and a spring and mass for sensing acceleration (shock or vibration). Other devices may be used to measure physical properties such as pH, viscosity,



explosive environments. FIG. 1 is a perspective vieW of a sensor 100 according to



one embodiment of the present invention. A series of light



strain, proximity, radiation, humidity, etc.



sources 102 (?bers, Waveguides, lasers, etc) are arranged to



The collector mirror 106 may be con?gured to ?ip up or doWn as indicated by the vertical curved arroW 122. As pre



direct light onto a plurality of source mirrors 104. In this example, four sources 102 are used to direct four beams of light 103A, 103B, 103C and 103D to four source mirrors 104. It is appreciated that any number of light sources 102 and mirrors 104 can be used. As shoWn in FIG. 1, the source mirrors 104 are typically made ?xable so that in operation the mirrors 104 maintain a unchanging orientation relative to the light sources 102. When formed as MEMS devices, the mirrors 104 are formed



viously described With respect to the source mirrors 104, ?ipping of the collector mirror 106 may occur at least once



after micromachining to place the collector mirror 106 in a non-planar orientation With respect to the MEMS substrate 105. A selectable ?ip up/doWn feature may be used to activate/deactivate the passive sensor 100 by placing/



removing the collector mirror 106 into/from the light path. Mechanical devices to selectably ?ip the mirrors 104, 106 are Well knoWn in the art. For example, a push rod connected to a linear MEMS motor could be used to ?ip the mirrors 104, 106 up or doWn.



by micromachining on the plane of the MEMS substrate 105. After micromachining is complete, the mirrors 104 are “?ipped” up (i.e. moved from a planar orientation to opera tional positions as seen in FIG. 1) in a post-fabrication pro cess. This process may involve activating some form of MEMS device attached to the mirrors 104. Such a MEMS device can ?ip the mirrors 104 up in response to an input



In operation, the collector mirror 106 receives the beams 20



unique primary Wavelength K1, K2, k3, and k4, respectively. A device according to the present invention can use any



such as an electrical ?eld or a temperature change.



Although the source mirrors 104 are generally considered



?xed in position during sensor operation, the mirrors 104



of light 103A, 103B, 103C, 103D re?ected from the mirrors 104. Each beam of light 103A, 103B, 103C, 103D has a



suitable optical Wavelengths. For example, designing the 25



sensor 100 for Wavelengths conforming to International



may also be made rotatable or otherWise movable. For



Telecommunications Union (ITU) telecon grid Wavelengths



example, it may be desired to provide a MEMS motor (not shoWn) coupled to each of the mirrors 104 for calibration purposes. At the testing and calibration phase, these MEMS



alloWs the use of industry standard optical components. The beams of light 103A, 103B, 103C, 103D combine at the collector mirror 106 to form a composite beam of light 112. The composite beam 112 is directed by the collector mirror 106 to a light collector 110. The composite beam 112



motors can be used to make minor adjustments to the mirrors



30



104 to ensure optimum orientation. After adjustment, the mirrors 104 can be ?xed in place by disconnecting the motor or by actuating some mechanical feature to hold the mirrors



104 in place.



35



In another con?guration, the source mirrors 104 may be movable over a relatively small range and coupled to some sort of temperature compensation device such as a coiled



spring (not shoWn). In this con?guration, the source mirrors 104 Would remain ?xed in position While the ambient tem perature remains constant. Small movements of the tempera



40



FIG. 2 shoWs a graph of light intensities 202, 204, 206 45



versus time. The intensities 202, 204, and 206 are compo nents of a composite beam 112 Which, in this example, com



bines three beams of light having Wavelengths k1, k2, and k3, respectively. A time-varying physical phenomena causes the actuator 108 to rotate the collector mirror 106 to different 50



physical phenomena. In the illustrated example, the collector mirror 106 is rotatable as indicated by the horiZontal curved arroW 120. A MEMS actuator 108 moves the collector mir



ror 106 in response to a physical phenomena (temperature,



pressure, acceleration, etc). Although the illustrated example



106 can therefore be measured as a change in relative inten



112.



arranged to direct the light beams 103A, 103B, 103C, 103D to a collector mirror 106. The collector mirror 106 is mov able so that an angle betWeen the collector mirror 106 and each of the source mirrors 104 is varied in response to a



collector mirror 106, thereby increasing or decreasing the intensity of the beams 103A, 103B, 103C, 103D as re?ected to the light collector 110. The rotation of the collector mirror



sity of Wavelengths 7t 1, k2, k3, k4 Within the composite beam



ture compensation device induced by ambient temperature changes Would be applied to the mirrors 104, thereby main taining a constant orientation of the mirrors 104 relative to other components of the sensor 100. In an operational con?guration, the mirrors 104 are



at the light collector 110 is examined to measure the physical property of interest in a device according to the present invention. Rotation of the collector mirror 106 by the actuator 108 affects the relative angle betWeen the mirrors 104 and the



55



positions at times t1, t2, and t3. The effect of collector mirror rotation is the variation of intensities at Wavelengths K1, K2, and k3 in the composite beam 112. Another operational variation of this design (referred to herein as “reverse operation”) involves transmitting a light beam 112 into the light collector 110, noW acting as a light



shoWs the collector mirror 106 rotating about an axis gener



source. The variation in intensities of beams 103A-103D can



ally normal to the plane of the MEMS substrate, it is appre



be used to determine the effect of collector (noW source)



ciated that any combination of linear and rotational transla tion can be used to vary the angles betWeen the collector mirror 106 and the source mirrors 104. The MEMS actuator 108 in FIG. 1 includes a spiral



mirror 106 rotation. The physical phenomena is thereby 60



spring. When subjected to temperature changes, such a spring Will linearly expand and contract causing a rotation of an outer edge of the spring. The rotating center edge of the spring causes movement of the collector mirror 106. Other forms of actuators 108 can be formed for nearly any sensing application. Alternate MEMS actuator 108 devices include a



measured as relative intensity variations betWeen light sources 102 (noW collectors) having the same Wavelength, that of the beam 112. FIGS. 3A and 3B shoW bar graphs 300A and 300B of relative intensities at Wavelengths k1, k2, and k3 in the com



posite beam 112 at times t1 and t2, respectively. Graphs 65



300A and 300B can be used to derive a value of the phenom ena of interest at discrete times t1 and t2. It should be noted



that the absolute values of intensity in graphs 300A and
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300B are not important in measuring the phenomena, only



For example, the sensor module 510 can easily be replaced or upgraded in the ?eld. Other non-rectangular arrangements of the collector mir



the relative intensities. This allows a sensor according to the



present invention to maintain accuracy despite variations in the absolute level of the composite beam 112. However, care



ror 106 and source mirrors 104 may also be utiliZed as per



must be taken to ensure that the relative intensities of the light sources 102 are suf?ciently invariant over time.



formance or space dictates. For example, the source mirrors 104 could be arranged in a full or semi-circular pattern around the collector mirror 106 Which is located at a center



In reverse operation, the intensity values of the bar graphs shoWn in FIGS. 3A and 3B denoted as K1, K2, and k3 Would actually all be of the same Wavelength, but Would be mea sured at three different light collectors (e.g. sources 102). Similarly, the intensities plotted in the graph of FIG. 2 Would be of light having the same Wavelength but measured at different collectors.



point of the circular pattern. Such a circular arrangement could be used With a sensor package 404 having a custom



sensor module 510 and interface housing 504. Alternatively, the sensor package 404 could be made as an integral unit,



thereby alloWing a very small form factor. FIG. 6 is a cutaWay vieW of the sensor package 404 shoWn in FIG. 5. The light collector 10 and light sources 102 are



FIG. 4 shoWs an example of hoW a MEMS sensor assem



embedded Within the connector housing 504. The light col



bly 400 can be packaged for use. A ?ber optic cable 402 carries ?bers that can act as part of both light sources 102



lector 110 and sources 102 can be the terminating ends of



and light collector(s) 110 for sending and receiving light



optic ?bers, Waveguides, or any sort of passive or active device. A collimating lens assembly 602 is located Within the sensor module 510 immediately beloW the terminating ends of the light sources 102 and light collector 110. The



to/from a sensor package 404. The sensor package 404 is



typically a sealed unit containing the MEMS devices of the sensor assembly 400.



20



One or more lasers 406 can provide a source of coherent



collimating lens assembly 602 focuses light from the light



light to the ?ber cable 402. Other optical devices such as prisms can be used to split a single light source into beams of differing Wavelength. As shoWn in FIG. 4, the lasers 406 can



sources 102 to the mirrors 104 and from the collector mirror



be included as part of an external electronics module 408.



106 to the light collector 110. 25



The module 408 can also contain prisms, couplers, and other optic devices used With the laser(s) 406, or these devices may be included at or near the sensor package 404.



By placing active optical devices such as lasers 406 in a remotely located module 408 and coupling the devices to the ?ber cable 402, the sensor package 404 can be made purely passive. A passive sensor package 404 having no electrical components at the sensing end can be used in explosive or high EMF environments. Alternatively, lasers 406 can be contained Within the sensor package 404. Such a placement of lasers 406 Would make the package 404 an active device, and the cable 402 in such an arrangement Would contain electrical Wires. An optical sensor 410 can read the composite light from a



30
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single piece lens, a lenslet array, or any combination of indi vidual lenses or collimating devices. The collimating lens assembly 602 can alternately be con?gured as part of the interface housing 504, or as a separate device that is placed betWeen the interface housing 504 and sensor module 510. A sensor according to the present invention alloWs multi plexed optical signals to be used to supply the light sources 102 and at the light collector 110. Assuming that the various Wavelengths supplied to the light sources 102 are broken out by a component (e.g., a coupler) at the sensor end, only tWo ?bers are needed, and the ?ber cable 402 can be made very



thin. Further, multiplexing the optical signals alloWs mul tiple sensors to be used in one assembly While still only 40



light collector 110 coupled to the ?ber cable 402. The optical



requiring tWo ?bers be provided along the cable 402. FIG. 7 shoWs a sensor assembly 700 containing multiple sensors 100A and 100B. In this example, the light inputs/ outputs includes a composite signal of six unique



sensor 410 can be included in the electronics module 408 in



the passive con?guration shoWn, or can be housed Within the package 404 in an active sensor con?guration. FIG. 5 shoWs details of one example of a sensor package 404. The sensor package 404 contains an interface housing



The collimating lens assembly 602 is shoWn integrated With the sensor module 510. The lens assembly 602 can be a



Wavelengths, A14“. The composite signal passes through a 45



504 and a sensor module 510. Fibers 102 of the ?ber cable



?ber cable 702 and is broken out to the various light sources 102 at couplers 704A and 704B before entering the sensors 100A and 100B. The couplers 704A and 704B can be any



402 are terminated in the interface housing 504. In the



sort of optical device for splitting combining light sources,



example of FIG. 5, the interface housing 504 and sensor module 510 conform to the MT-RJ interface standard. Using



such as a Wavelength-division multiplex (WDM) demulti plexer. The output of coupler 704A contains sources 102



50



an MT-RJ interface alloWs the use of off the shelf parts in



With frequencies k1, k2, and k3 and the output of coupler



fabricating the interface housing 504 and ?ber cable 402. In FIG. 5, the mirrors 104, 106 are arranged in a generally rectangular pattern. In some applications, this pattern may



The sensor outputs 112A and 112B are recombined in the



utiliZe a 250-micron spacing betWeen source mirrors 104. A



250-micron spacing corresponds to the ?ber spacing in an MT-RJ connector, therefore alloWing the sensor module 510 to be compatible With industry standard connectors and hardWare. In an MT-RJ compatible con?guration, the ?bers and collimating lens diameters range from 125 to 250 microns. Although the MT-RJ interface is shoWn in FIG. 5, there



704A contains sources 102 With frequencies k4, k5, and A6. ?ber cable 702 at couplers 704B and 704C to form output 55



A sensor arrangement as shoWn in FIG. 7 alloWs a plural



ity of sensors 100 to utiliZe the same ?ber, thereby signi?



cantly reducing the siZe of the cable 702. The composite 60



are numerous other standard interfaces that could also be



used in a sensor package 404 con?gured in accordance With



concepts of the present invention. An arrangement using a standard optical connector interface provides an economical sensor package that can easily be assembled and replaced.



signal 112C.



65



signal 112C can be examined at Wavelengths Ali?“ to make simultaneous readings of all the sensors 100 in the assembly. It Will, of course, be understood that various modi?cations and additions can be made to the preferred embodiments discussed hereinabove Without departing from the scope of the present invention. Accordingly, the scope of the present invention should not be limited by the particular embodi ments described above, but should be de?ned only by the claims set forth beloW and equivalents thereof.
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What is claimed is: 1. A sensing device arranged to gather light from one or more light sources, each light source having a unique pri



14. The method of claim 10, Wherein the MEMS actuator is arranged to rotate the collector mirror in response to the



physical phenomena. 15. A sensor, comprising:



mary Wavelength, comprising:



one or more light source means each having an associated



one or more source mirrors arranged to re?ect light from



unique primary Wavelength;



the respective light sources;



one or more source re?ection means to re?ect light from



a collector mirror arranged to re?ect light from the source



the respective light source means;



mirrors;



a collector re?ection means to re?ect light from the one or more source re?ection means into a composite light



a light collector arranged to gather light re?ected from the collector mirror; and



beam;



a MEMS actuation member coupled to the collector mirror, the MEMS actuation member arranged to move the collector mirror in response to a change in a physi



light collector means to collect the composite light beam; and a MEMS actuation means arranged to displace the collec



cal phenomena, Wherein movement of the collector



tor re?ection means in response to a physical



mirror causes a change in the relative intensities of the



phenomena, displacement of the collector re?ection



primary Wavelengths at the light collector.



means modifying an orientation betWeen the collector re?ection means and each of the source re?ection



2. The sensing device of claim 1, Wherein the one or more source mirrors each comprise a MEMS mirror.



3. The sensing device of claim 1, Wherein the collector



means so that a relative intensity of the unique primary 20



mirror comprises a MEMS mirror.



4. The sensing device of claim 1, Wherein the MEMS actuation member is arranged to rotate the collector mirror in response to a change in a physical phenomena. 5. The sensing device of claim 1, Wherein the MEMS



16. The sensor of claim 15, Wherein the source re?ection means each comprise a MEMS re?ection means.



17. The sensor of claim 15, Wherein the collector re?ec tion means comprises a MEMS re?ection means. 25



actuator comprises a spiral spring, the spiral spring moving 6. The sensing device of claim 1, further comprising: 30



35



or more collimating lenses betWeen each light source and the respective mirror of the one or more source mirrors.



9. The sensing device of claim 1, further comprising a collimating lens betWeen the light collector and the collector mirror.



40



phenomena, comprising: 45



50



one or more light collectors arranged to gather light



re?ected from the respective collector mirrors; and



phenomena; re?ecting the light beams from the collector mirror to a 55



determining relative intensities of the unique primary



a MEMS actuation member coupled to the source mirror, the MEMS actuation member arranged to move the source mirror in response to a change in a physical phenomena, Wherein movement of the source mirror causes a change in relative intensities of light measured



at the light collectors. 24. The sensing device of claim 23, Wherein the collector



Wavelengths at the light collector to measure the value



of the physical phenomena. 60



source mirrors.



12. The method of claim 10, further comprising collimat ing the light beams to focus the light beams from the collec tor mirror to the light collector. 13. The method of claim 10, Wherein the MEMS actuator



23. A sensing device arranged to gather light from a light source, comprising:



one or more collector mirrors arranged to re?ect light from the source mirror,



re?ecting the light beams by the respective source mirrors



11. The method of claim 10, further comprising collimat ing the light beams to focus the light beams on the respective



22. The sensor of claim 15, further comprising a collimat ing means to focus the collector re?ection means on the light



source;



primary Wavelength;



light collector;



source re?ection means.



a source mirror arranged to re?ect light from the light



tive source mirrors, each light beam having a unique



to direct the light beams to a collector mirror, the col lector mirror coupled to a MEMS actuator arranged to move the collector mirror in response to the physical



19. The sensor of claim 15, Wherein the light collector means and the light source means comprise optical ?bers. 20. The sensor of claim 15, further comprising: sensor housing means for containing the collector re?ec tion means, the MEMS actuation means, and the source re?ection means; and an interface housing means for containing at least a part of the light collector means and at least a part of each of the light source means, the interface housing, means removably attachable to the sensor housing means. 21. The sensor of claim 15, further comprising a collimat ing means to focus each light source means on the respective



collector means.



10. A method of measuring a value of a physical directing one or more light beams to one or more respec



18. The sensor of claim 15, Wherein the MEMS actuation means is arranged to rotate the source re?ection mean.



the collector mirror in response to a temperature change.



a sensor housing containing the collector mirror, the MEMS actuator, and the source mirrors; and an interface housing containing at least part of the light collector and at least part of each of the light sources, the interface housing removably attachable to the sen sor housing. 7. The sensing device of claim 1, Wherein the light collec tor and light sources comprise optical ?bers. 8. The sensing device of claim 1, further comprising one



Wavelengths in the composite beams is modi?ed.



mirrors each comprise a MEMS mirror. 25. The sensing device of claim 23, Wherein the source mirror comprises a MEMS mirror.



26. The sensing device of claim 23, Wherein the MEMS actuation member is arranged to rotate the source mirror in response to a change in a physical phenomena. 65



27. The sensing device of claim 23, Wherein the MEMS



comprises a spiral spring, the spiral spring moving the col



actuator comprises a spiral spring, the spiral spring moving



lector mirror in response to a temperature change.



the source mirror in response to a temperature change.
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28. The sensing device of claim 23, further comprising:



an interface housing means for containing at least a part of the light source means and at least a part of each of the



a sensor housing containing the collector mirrors, the MEMS actuator, and the source mirror; and an interface housing containing at least part of the light source and at least part of each of the light collectors, the interface housing removably attachable to the sen sor housing. 29. The sensing device of claim 23, Wherein the light col



light collector means, the interface housing means removably attachable to the sensor housing means. 43. The sensor of claim 37, further comprising a collimat ing means to focus the light source means on the source re?ection means.



44. The sensor of claim 37, further comprising a collimat ing means to focus each of the collector re?ection means on



lectors and light source comprise optical ?bers. 30. The sensing device of claim 23, further comprising



the respective light collector means.



45. A sensing device, comprising:



one or more collimating lenses betWeen each light collector and the respective mirror of the one or more collector mir



one or more source mirrors capable of re?ecting light from one or more light sources;



rors.



31. The sensing device of claim 23, further comprising a collimating lens betWeen the light source and the source mirror.



a collector mirror capable ofre?ecting lightfrom the one or more source mirrors;



a light collector capable ofgathering light re?ectedfrom



32. A method of measuring a value of a physical



the collector mirror; and



phenomena, comprising:



a MEMS actuator coupled to the collector mirror, the



MEMS actuator being capable of moving the collector



directing a light beam to a source mirror, the source mirror coupled to a MEMS actuator arranged to move the



source mirror in response to the physical phenomena; re?ecting the light beam by the source mirror to direct the



mirror in response to a change in an actuating



20



phenomenon, wherein movement ofthe collector mirror is capable ofcausing a change in relative intensities of the light at the light collector



light beams to one or more collector mirrors,



re?ecting the light beams from the collector mirrors to



46. The sensing device ofclaim 45, wherein one or more of the source mirrors comprises a MEMS type mirror



one or more respective light collectors;



determining relative intensities of the light beam at the light collectors to measure the value of the physical



25



phenomena. 33. The method of claim 32, further comprising collimat ing the light beam to focus the light beam on the source mirror. 34. The method of claim 32, further comprising collimat ing the light beam to focus the light beam from the collector mirrors to the respective light collectors.



48. The sensing device of claim 45, wherein the MEMS actuator is capable of rotating the collector mirror in response to a change in an actuating phenomenon. 30



50. The sensing device ofclaim 45, further comprising: a sensor housing containing the collector mirror, the 35



36. The method of claim 32, Wherein the MEMS actuator is arranged to rotate the source mirror in response to the



37. A sensor, comprising:



MEMS actuator, or the source mirrors, or combinations



thereof; and an interface housing containing at least part ofthe light



source mirror in response to a temperature change.



physical phenomena.



49. The sensing device of claim 45, wherein the MEMS actuator is capable of moving the collector mirror in response to a temperature change.



35. The method of claim 32, Wherein the MEMS actuator



comprises a spiral spring, the spiral spring moving the



47. The sensing device ofclaim 45, wherein the collector mirror comprises a MEMS type mirror



collector or at least part of each of the light sources, or



combinations thereof, the interface housing being



40



removably attachable to the sensor housing.



5]. The sensing device ofclaim 45, wherein the light col



a light source means;



lector or the light sources, or combinations thereof, com



a source re?ection means to re?ect light from the light



prise optical?bers.



source means;



52. The sensing device of claim 45, further comprising one or more collector re?ection means to re?ect light 45 one or more collimating lenses disposed between one or from source re?ection means; more ofthe light source and one or more ofthe source mir one or more light collector means to collect the light from rors.



the respective collector re?ection means; and a MEMS actuation means arranged to displace the source re?ection means in response to a physical phenomena,



50



displacement of the source re?ection means modifying



meansfor directing one or more light beams;



meansfor collecting the light beamsfrom said directing 55



means to cause the light beams to impinge upon said



collecting means; 60



means is arranged to rotate the collector re?ection mean.



41. The sensor of claim 37, Wherein the light collector means and the light source means comprise optical ?bers. 42. The sensor of claim 37, further comprising: sensor housing means for containing the collector re?ec tion means, the MEMS actuation means, and the source re?ection means; and



means;



means for re?ecting the light beams to said collecting



tion means each comprise a MEMS re?ection means. 39. The sensor of claim 37, Wherein the source re?ection means comprises a MEMS re?ection means.



40. The sensor of claim 37, Wherein the MEMS actuation



mirror



54. An apparatus, comprising:



an orientation betWeen the source re?ection means and each of the collector re?ection means so that a relative



intensity of light at the light collector means is modi ?ed. 38. The sensor of claim 37, Wherein the collector re?ec



53. The sensing device ofclaim 45, further comprising a collimating lens between the light collector and the collector



means for actuating said re?ecting means in response to an actuatingphenomenon; and means for determining the intensity of the one or more



light beams impinging upon said collecting means, said



determining means being capable of measuring the



actuating phenomenon. 65



55. An apparatus as claimed in claim 54, further compris



ing meansfor collimating the light beams tofocus the light beams on said re?ecting means.
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12 63. The sensing device of claim 59, wherein the MEMS



56. An apparatus as claimed in claim 54, further compris



ing meansfor collimating the light beams tofocus the light



actuator is capable ofmoving the source mirror in response to a temperature change.



beams on said collecting means.



57. An apparatus as claimed in claim 54, said actuating means being responsive to a temperature change. 58. An apparatus as claimed in claim 54, said actuating



64. The sensing device ofclaim 59, further comprising: a sensor housing containing the collector mirrors, the



means being capable of rotating said re?ecting means in response to the actuating phenomenon. 59. An apparatus, comprising: a source mirror arranged to re?ect light from a light source;



MEMS actuator, or the source mirror, or combinations



10



thereof} and an interface housing containing at least part ofthe light



one or more collector mirrors arranged to re?ect light



source or at leastpart ofeach ofthe light collectors, or



from the source mirror; one or more light collectors being capable gather light



attachable to the sensor housing.



re?ectedfrom the one or more collector mirrors; and a MEMS actuator coupled to the source mirror, the



combinations thereof, the interface housing removably 65. The sensing device ofclaim 59, wherein the light col 15



MEMS actuator being capable of moving the source



prise optical?bers.



mirror in response to an actuating phenomenon, wherein movement ofthe source mirror by the MEMS



actuator is capable ofcausing a change in the intensity oflight gathered by the one or more light collectors.



66. The sensing device of claim 59, further comprising one or more collimating lenses disposed between one or 20



60. The sensing device ofclaim 59, wherein one or more ofthe collector mirrors comprises a MEMS mirror



more light collector and one or more of the collector mir rors.



67. The sensing device ofclaim 59, further comprising a collimating lens disposed between the light source and the



6]. The sensing device of claim 59, wherein the source mirror comprises a MEMS mirror



source mirror.



62. The sensing device of claim 59, wherein the MEMS actuator is capable of rotating the source mirror in response to an actuating phenomenon.



lectors or the light source, or combinations thereof, com
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